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SOME REMARKS ON CADASTRES IN GENERAL AND ON SOME FEATURES OP THE ESTABLISH

MENT AND MAINTENANCE OP A CADASTRE, SEEN IN THE LIGHT OF PRES NT-DAY"

SURVEYING POSSIBILITIES '

. ■ ■• By J.L.G. nTNSSEN,

President of the International Office of Cadastre and Land Records,

The Hague (Holland), President Kennedylaan 15-

CADASTRES IN GENERAL

A Cadastre, in the sense to be used in this paper, is a methodically

established record of immovables.(land, buildings, rights that are put on

a par with landed property) based on the survey of a complete district. .

The official record of a cadastral survey generally consists of a drawing

or map and a written description of the field work.

Cadastres as a rule consist of a map of the survey, a register arranged

according to parcels, a register arranged according to proprietors and

some auxiliary registers for easier handling. The single parcels are

systematically numbered, on the map. The connection between map and

registers is established by indicating the parcels in the registers by

their map numbers. ■

The origins of our present-day cadastres are to be found in Europe,

where at the beginning of the 19tii century State revenue was obtained

largely by levying a tax on land. In practically all European countries

the tax was based on the taxable proceeds of individual land parcels and

buildings,subdivided according to use, such as arable land, pastureland,

orchards, woods, dwelling houses, factories, workshops, etc. In all

countries surveying was carried out parcel by parcel; since, for purposes

of land tax, each type of use represented different taxable proceeds, a

separate rate being applied in each case, the parcels themselves were -

for tax purposes - surveyed and mapped in separate units, depending on

the use to which they were put. At the same time the names of persons

who exercised real rights over the parcels surveyed were recorded as

shown by local inquiries and relevant documents. \

Since cadastres are arranged and kept on the basis of surveys and

inquiries as to real rights, they consist of two parts, namely a descrip

tive part (the registers) and an illustrative part (the map and the
documents on which it is based). As we have already seen, the individual

parcels each have their own numbers on the cadatral maps for purposes of

identification. Just as a man's name serves to distinguish him from other

people, so a parcel's number on the cadastral map serves to indicate

unambiguously one particular portion of the earth's surface, its size and

boundaries. To continue the metaphor: a parcel's number is its name. All

other information, such as its size, the use to which it is put, the names

of those having real rights over it, is to be found in the registers, the

numbers constituting the links between the maps and the registers.
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:kt first cadastres Berved as State book-keeping systems on landed
property to.promote the effective and rational collection of land taxes.

Prom early times maps showing individual parcels of land have been used

to identify plots being the subject of the establishment or transfer of

real rights over immovable property, since the publication of such rights

in legal registers was obligatory in Europe long before cadastres were

established. After the introduction of cadastres showing individual land
parcels, the importance of these clear and concise descriptions in deeds

and legal registers of the location and size of property invested with

real rights was universally recognized.

Investigations carried out by the International Office of Cadastre

and Land Records show that in practically all countries with cadastres

where there is also land registration (i.e. where the transfer of real

rights over immovable property is published in :- separate legal registers),
the property in question is identified by its description in the cadastre.

MULTI-PURPOSE CADASTRES ;

Most European cadastres were originally fiscal cadastres based on ■

surveys which provided information for land assessment programmes for

levying tax on land. In view of the purpose for which it was supplied

the information on the size of the land in question did not have to be

too accurate. The situation is different where the information to be

entered' in the cadastre relates to surveys made to establish property1

boundaries- In that case the survey must be as accurate as possible.

If cadastres are to be of the greatest possible practical use, :

efforts must be made to make the work serve a large variety of purposes-;

the result will be multi-purpose, cadastres. Such cadastres should supply

basic information for purposes of land tax, for the identification of -•■■..

parcels of land in deeds and legal registers, for security of tenure,

physical planning, for industrial purposes, preparing and keeping up to

date topographical maps, for statistical purposes, for investigations

and for purposes of research, ' ;

Efforts are being made at present to establish a multi-purpose

cadastre in Central America. Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua and

Costa Rica set up a regional organization in 1951? the main object of

which is to inventory the natural resources of their respective coun-; , >- •

tries, such as the nature of the soil, mineral deposits, sources of water

power, as also land tenure, etc. The cadastres will also be used to

facilitate a just levying of tax on land, basea on a valuation of land ■

and buildings. Inventories of all the land under cultivation will also

yield information needed for the introduction of agricultural refors on

large, mismanaged landed estates and for providing land for landless

peascnts. The cadastre is also regarded as a necessary basis for physical

planning. The Central American countries also intend to use the cadastre

as a basis for overhauling the existing Land Register, the 'Registro1,

which is completely inadequate. >
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Much the same ideas are formulated in respect of the African coun

tries in the Aide-Memoire for the Seminar on Cadastres to be held in

Addis Ababa in 1970. In the Aide-Memoire it is emphasized that Lthe

surveying and administration of immovable property are among the.essential

conditions for the acquisition of rights over land in order to implement

development projects, such as the building of roads and railways, setting

up industrial enterprises, house-building, laying out plantations and

developing natural resources.

The necessity of establishing cadastres showing parcels of land is

also recognized in other United Nations circles. This is evident from

the report "Progress in Land Reform", published in 1954 by the United

Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, from which I quote:

"The Government of Haiti recognizes that absence of settled titles is a

great weakness in its land system. The law of 1 September 195* establ

ished a procedure for registration and grant of title, but did not in- ,

troduce a cadastral survey by reason of lack of funds. The Government ;

accordingly proposes that international action should be taken to assist

countries introducing cadastral surveys In reply to a questionnaire the

Government recommends: '..■•• the institution of an international or re

gional technical brigade, within the Organization of the United Nations,

whose function should be to assist governments to make a land survey at

low cost (by aerial photogrammetric maps and photography) in countries.
where no land registers exist at present. The training of the personnel

should be undertaken locally or regionally according to the available

"facilities. In view of the strategic character of the work of photo

grammetric map-making, the Government should exercise control of the

operations on the'basis of agreements to be made for the purpose. In

view of the financial difficulties which prevent the execution of such

surveys, the Government (of Haiti) suggests that a special international

fund should be constituted, and that existing international credit

organizations should consider the possibility of granting long-term credits

to Member Governments which make requests for this purpose1". The fact that

the. above was quoted at length in the Analysis of Replies shows, in my

opinion, that the United Nations Department of Economic and SoGial Affairs

considers the Government of Haiti's recommendations to be of great importance,

CADASTRES IN AFRICA

The importance of cadastres has also been recognized in Africa in the

past, for instance for the purpose of land reform, which entails the regis

tration and publication of titles in immovable: property. In Uganda

cadastral surveys of large areas have been made for the application of a

kind of Torrens System of land registration. This is a graphic cadastre

with maps on a scale of 1:2500. In Ivory Coast the titles of private in
dividuals in immovable property have been entered in the Livre Foncier, •

kept by the Service de la Conservation Fonciere.du Ministere des Affaires

Economiques et Financieres. The- services of a notary public to draw up

the requisite deed must be made use of for the transfer of real property

rights. When recorded property is sold the notary public will check whether
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the vendor is the true owner whose name is registered in the cadastre*

When hon—recorded property is sold the purchaser must apply to the Service

du Domaine Urban (in the case of land in urban areas) or to the Service
du Domaine Rural (in the case of land in rural areas), which will see that
a cadastral survey is made of the land in question before ownership is

transferred. In Liberia the Cadastral Survey Bureau has made a large

number of cadastral plot plans of individual parcels of properties on a

scale of l;600; cadastral maps on a scale of 1:1000 have been made of

Monrovia and environs, Gabon, too, has a cadastral survey bureau, establ

ished in 1950, which deals with applications for licences for obtaining

or transferring titles in land, publishes documents regarding immovable

property, keeps cadastral records, parcels up freehold lands, demarcates

and divides up public and private land, keeps cadastral maps up to date,

etc. The Cadastral Branch of the Survey Department of Ghana has been

making cadastral surveys of towns and villages since 1920 for the prepara

tion of lar^e-scale maps, partly in connection with the national land tax

to which owners of immovable property are liable. For purposes of land

valuation in Accra and Kumasi and in about 30 other towns and larger

villages the Cadastral Branch made a cadastral map on a scale of 1:2500.

In Kenya cadastral surveys are being made of areas where agricultural

settlement schemes are being implemented. The Survey of Kenya is making

cadastral maps of large tracts of State-owned land on a scale of 1:2500,

The importance of this is being underlined by the fact that the new Regis

tered Land Act of 1963 is only applicable to titles in land in areas of

which cadastral surveys have been made.

In various parts of Tunisia all immovable property has been recorded

in cadastres (areas covering some hundreds of thousands of hectares). In
these areas the registration and publication of all transfers of immovable

property are obligatory under the Act of 1964* which also serves as a

basis for a Twenty-Year Plan of the Survey Department of the Tunisian

Republic for cadastral surveys covering the whole country.

In addition to its Livre Poncier (kept by the Service de la Conserva

tion de la Propriete Fonciere et d^s Hypotheques) Morocco has a Cadastre
administered by the Service Topographique. The aims of the two institutes
are so much alike that tho regional departments of the former and the bureau

of the Cadastre have been merged into a "Bloc Fonder" in each of the ten

district towns.

PHOTOGRAMMETRY IN THE SERVICE OF CADASTRAL SURVEYING

Setting up cadastres and cadastral offices is an expensive business.

The sums needed to set up oadastres will therefore be provided only if the

expenditure involved is in reasonable proportion to the benefits expected
to accrue. Nevertheless the establishment of cadastres showing individual

parcels took such a long time in the last century - in large countries well

over fifty years - that the cadastres had become obsolete before they were

completed. About half a century ago the time factor was reduced when round
about 1925 aerial photography came to be used for making fairly large scale
maps as a result of the advance of aviation after the First World War.
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Because the results were not very accurate in comparison with terrestrial

surveying methods, aerial photography was at first resorted to solely in

areas where land was cheap; here maps on scales of 1:5000 or 1:10,000 fully

met cadastral requirements.

Between 1927 and 1936,49 plots in the Swiss mountain cantons, totall

ing 275i000 hectares were surveyed photogrammetrically for the Swiss Cadas

tral Survey Bureau (Grundbuchvermessung). Since then aerial photogrammetry

has become indispensable in Switzerland for making new cadastral surveys.

Photogrammetry has been in use in Italy since 1934» especially for the

extensive resurveying programmes undertaken to bring the cadastre up to date.

In Austria the photogrammetric method has become indispensable for cadastral

resurvey and for keeping the cadastre up to date. This is also the case in

Prance and Belgium. In Turkey, where a cadastral resurveying programme on

the Swiss model was decided on under Kemal Atatixrk in 1934* photogrammetry

soon became widely used. In the United Kingdom the Ordnance Survey is

making maps on a scale of 1:1250 and on a scale of 1:2500 on the basis of

photogrammetric maps used by the Land Registry. In the Netherlands photo

grammetry has been in use for cadastral surveys since 1930. There, too,

it has proved in practice that on economic grounds and also as far as

accuracy is concerned, photogrammetry can be adopted as a normal method

for detailed survey of most terrains. The cadastral maps made by the Photo

grammetric Office of the Cadastral Survey are on a scale of 1:1000 and 1:2000.

Several countries in other parts of the world also make use of photo

grammetry for making cadastral surveys and resurveys as rapidly and effec

tively as possible of areas for which the method is suitable. Let me give

a few examples. Cadastral surveys were made of parts of Liberia by means

of infra-red vertical aerial photography. By way of experiment, the Malagasy

Topographical Service has used the photogrammetric method for a cadastral

survey of 15i000 hectares for making cadastral maps on a scale of 1:2000.

As we have already seen, cadastral maps on a scale of 1:2500 of a number

of towns and villages in Ghana have been made photogrammetrically, and in

Kenya cadastral surveys of many millions of acres of State-owned land are

being made by using the photogrammetric method. The base maps required

are being dravm by the Survey of Kenya on a scale of 1:2500. The same

methods are used in Rhodesia, where cadastral surveys are being made in

connection with the Native Land Husbandry Act, which came into force in

1952. In the New Territories of Hong Kong the photogrammetric method was

used in the survey and registration of land of the Crown Colony.

In Puerto Rico, the Bureau of Property Assessment has developed a

cadastral system by means of aerial photographs of land parcels. Property

assessments are made on the basis of rectified aerial photographs in co

ordination with the property rights registration programme controlled by

the Department of Justice ("Progress in Land Reform", 1956, p. 80, United

Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs).
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In El Salvador a multi-purpose cadastre is being set up by making use

of the photogrammetric method, the maps made being sufficiently accurate

for the many uses envisaged. In Panama a natural resources inventory and

agricultural land tenure and valuation programme covering many thousands

of square miles was carried out from 1964 to 1969 with the aid of photo-

grammetry for the Cadastrp Rural de Tierras y Aguas de Panama; the. programme

was financed by United States Aid. The aerial photographs taken were used

for making a drainage map, a soils map and a property map on which the

properties were numbered systematically. Eighty per cent of the property

thus mapped and recorded in the cadastre had never been surveyed before and

had no property titles. In 1968 the National Assembly of Panama authorized

the use of the aerial photographs for making provisional legally valid ;

descriptions of land parcels which are given to the owners as provisional

titles.

In Nicaragua a multi-purpose cadastre is being set up to cover about

40,000 square kilometres. To achieve substantial results in a short time,

the work had to be confined to the establishment of a graphic cadastre,

rectified aerial, photographs and orthographic photos being used as maps

for the time being. With the aid of contact prints or enlargements the

properties are inspected locally with the respective owners and the

boundaries drawn in on the prints. What emerges from the local inspec

tions, then, are enlarged aerial photographs with the identified bounda

ries drawn in. The cadastral maps are made on the basis of the aerial

photographs thus adapted by copying them on material that does not shrink

or expand.

PRESENT-DAY ESTABLISHMENT OF A CADASTRE

Below some examples- are given of how cadastral surveys can be made

in developing countries with the aid of present-day surveying methods.

In Rhodesia the Native Land Husbandry Act was promulgated in 1952. The

purposes envisaged by the Act are to grant individual Africans farming

rights of economic land units and to create conditions for an efficient

farming practice. Records, which might be called a cadastre, had to be

established for inventorying land, for listing land units for which farm

ing rights had been granted and for the identification of land and land

holders. A Land Register Book was made on the basis of local inspections

(visiting the ground); all holdings and holders are registered in the book,

each entered as a separate item. Each farm is identified on the basis of

rectified aerial photographs and through indications given by the respec

tive holders. The information obtained during such inspections is trans

ferred to a transparent overlay sheet. The parcel of which the boundaries

and the holder have thus been established is then given a number on the

transparent sheet corresponding to the holder's number in the Land Register

Book. (j.E.S. Bradford, Survey and Registration of African Land Units in

Southern Rhodesia, Commonwealth Survey Officers' Conference 1955i Paper

No 14).
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A similar method of making cadastral surveys has been adopted in

Kenya to assist in carrying out a plan for the accelerated, development

of African agriculture, known as the Swynnerton Plan for raising the

agricultural productivity and the human and stock-carrying capacity of

.the land. The ambitious land reform programmes now being implemented in

Kenjte. are also based on cadastral surveys using photogrammetric methods.

Under the Land .Adjudication Act an area can be declared an "adjudication

area". The holders are then given six months in which to present to the

authorities their claims to the land tilled by them. Meanwhile the Survey

of Kenya is preparing a base map on a scale of 1:2500 with the aid of air

photography, to which all the information required and appearing in the

photographs is transferred. Because of the urgency of the survey work,

enlargements of rectified aerial photographs are also used as base maps

from time to time. After a demarcation officer has inspected the parcel

boundaries locally in consultation with the respective owners or holders,

the boundary is fixed by planting wooden stakes where hedges or other

visible boundary marks are absent. The parcel boundaries thus fixed are

mapped, where necessary, by means of plane-table surveying. There are

many exhaustive publications on cadastr 1 surveying in Kenya such as

F.H. Ratzeburg, "Surveying for African Land Tenure" (Commonwealth Survey

Officers' Conference, Cambridge 1959) and "Land Tenure Surveys in Kenya"
(Commonwealth Survey Officers' Conference, 1967, Paper No. F.4);
A.G. Dalgleish, "Notes on the Use of the Jerie Analogue Computer for

Certain Cadastral Surveys in Kenya" (Survey Review, Vol. XVII No. 130.
p. 182) and a report by Mr. R.A. Goonewardena from 1969 entitled "Fellow

ship in Cadastral Mapping and Land Registration".

Another country where modern cadastral surveying methods are applied

is Afghanistan, where the Government launched a project in 1963 for making

cadastral surveys of the major part of the country in co-operation with

the U.S. Agency for International Development. The project included the

systematic build-up of a cadastral survey organization and the training

. of • Afghan nationals qualified to staff it. It also had to establish the

administrative and legal foundations for the survey, classification and

registration of private and government lands. Photogrammetric techniques

are being employed in making the cadastral surveys; this method not only

supplies information for cadastral purposes but has also proved its use

in physical planning, the fixing of boundaries and soil classification for

taxation purpose . The role played by the Cadastral Survey in connection

with land tax is deemed to be very important for the country's economic

development, since with the new tax administration land tax will account

. for more than 20 per oent of all government revenue. The new methods are

discussed in detail by Lloyd A. Dove in "A Cadastral Survey Programme for

Afghanistan", published in the Archives of the Twelfth International Congress

of Surveyors, London 1968.
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In Guatemala a Twenty-Year Plan provides for the establishment of a *

multi-purpose cadastre covering an area of many thousands of square kilo

metres. All plots of land forming part of national landed property under

national laws governing real property rights are being surveyed on the

basis of air photography* The actual identification of land parcels is

one of the objects envisaged in establishing the cadastre- The Instituto

Geografico Naoional is to set up over a period of three years: a national
land cadastre, a soil statistics cadastre, a national land tax cadastre
and cadastral records showing property per owner and giving Quantitative

data on each individual parcel on punched cards; the institute is also to

prepare topographical maps on a medium scale. P.G. Gallont has written a
report oh the establishment of this multi-purpose cadastre, containing a

review of the many technical, organizational and legal aspects involved,
%h "Erwagungen zur Begrundung eines Mehrzweckskatasters fur die Republik
Guatemala mit Hilfe des Luftbildwesens" (Delft, I.T.C.,,1965)-

Among the most recent cadastral surveys being carried out witti the
use of modem techniques are those for the establishment of a. multi-purpose

cadastre in El Salvador. Professor W. Torge has published detailed reports
on the'subject (see "2ur Verwendung des Orthophptos bei der Katastereinrich-

tung in Entwicklungslandern", Zeitschrift fur Vermessungswesen, 1968,: pp. 245
f.t and "Katastereinchtung in Zentralaroerika"). The cadastral surveys are

made photogrammetrically. ■

In El Salvador and in other Central American countries the promulgation

of Acts governing cadastres and of regulations for their implementation is

considered essential as a first step towards the establishment of cadastres.

A concomitant necessity is the training of indigenous staff to apply and

interpret laws and regulations and to apply cadastral techniques.

•COSTS AND ECONOMY .

At the International Office of Cadastre and Land Records very little

material is available on which to base a comparison between fully terrestrial
surveys and surveys made by aerial photogrammetry from the point of view of
time and expense involved. Indeed* the large difference in circumstances

makes it impossible to indioate an average figure for the relative cost of
the two methods * Almost all cadastral surveys made under European circums

tances show savings by photogrammetry of about 20 to 35 per cent of.the total
production cost of a:cadastral map* In the Beltrum experiment in the Nether

lands the cost of the terrestrial survey of 3,000 hectares was more than

one afld a half;times the total cost of the photogrammetric survey .of the
same area. The former survey took 1,700 man-days and the photogrammetrie

survey took only 340 man-days to do the same job. Swiss experts estimate

the time saved at about 50 to 66 per cent and the cost saved at about 10 to
20 per cent in flat areas and at about 20 to 40 per cent in mountainous

areas. According to German estimates, the cost saved is about 20 to 65
per cent and the time saved about 35 "t° 55 per cent where aerial photo

grammetry is used.
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In Nigeria the average cost per flying day for small scale photography

during the financial year 1954-1955 was h 189 and the average cost per

square mile fcO.50. In Rhodesia and Nyasaland the cost of a 1:20,000 photo

graph, including two sets of contact prints, ranged from O.55 pence per

acre in areas easy to map photogrammetrically to 2-30 pence per acre in

areas of difficult access. However, quotations for maps to "be made by

terreBtrial survey received from various firms of private land-surveyers

ranged from 5.60 pence per acre to 12 pence per acre. This works out at

5 to 10 times the cost of the cadastral survey made by the photogrammetric
method.

The figures quoted above give some idea of the difference in cost

between the two methods. Obviously in estimating the cost of establishing

and keeping up to date a cadastre by means of modern surveying methods,

the degree of accuracy required of the cadast al maps and of the identifica

tion of owners and parcel boundaries for land registration purposes must
also be taken into account. Allowance should also be made for any use other

than surveying to which the aerial photographs may subsequently be put.

CONCLUSION

In many countries the institute concerned with the publication of the

transfer to real rights over immovable property (the Legal Register) and

the institute keeping the Cadastre are two separate organizational entities.

This separation is generally due to the fact that the origins of the Legal

Register are tovbe found in the publication of the transfer of real rights

over immovable property, rooted in a country's traditions, and also in its

private law; moreover, the Legal Registers are generally older than the

cadastres. But the ties between the two institutions are close. Co-opera
tion between the Legal Register and the Cadastre originates on the one hand

in the fact that the precise description of a land parcel in the cadastre

will be used in order to define it for purposes of publication in the Legal

Register and on the other in the circumstance that the cadastre's staff

will use information obtained from the Legal Register on the transfer of

ri^its over real property for keeping the cadastre up to date. Since the

two institutes are concerned with - in the main - identical information

regarding real rights over immovable property, it seems obvious that they

should be combined into one government body or, at least, be closely associa
ted organizationally.

Since checking compliance with legal obligations as regards registra

tion in the Legal Register and keeping that Register are, in fact, legal

matters, whereas in cadastral work in the widest sense of the term technical

matters predominate over legal, separation of the two institutes might be

regarded as an advantage. Another advantage 6f separation is that, where

two government institutes are concerned with keeping records regarding

holders of title and their property, cross-checks can be made. This

guarantees efficient record keeping.
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A disadvantage is that data regarding the same land parcel haye to be
entered in both the Legal Register and the Cadastre. This duplication puts
up costs. Another disadvantage is that information on the legal, adminis

trative and technical aspects of a given parcel has to be obtained from
several different bodies, whose offices may be a considerable distance apart.
The fact that the two institutes have to supply each other with information
slows down the keeping up to date of their respective records, so that
discrepancies are bound to occur; this is also a great disadvantage.

In my opinion the disadvantages of having two institutes far outweigh
any possible advantages. Financial considerations and considerations of
efficiency and economy have induced many countries to take steps to combine
the two institutes or at any rate to bring about as close a co-ordination
of^their activities as possible,, without prejudice to the protection of the

rights of all concerned.

In preparing the establishment of a multipurpose cadastre the advantages
and disadvantages mentioned above will have to be carefully considered and
the organizational aspects will have to be viewed in the light of ^creas
ing automation. Automated data-processing in such fields as land registra
tion, cadastral surveying for purposes of land tax assessments, the »*«£

ili iltural statistics etc will
tion, cadastral surveying for purposes £
of topographical maps, compiling agricultural statistics, etc. will f^*
be an added incentive to the organizational integration of government bodies

in these fields.

The establishment of a cadastre, the making of surveys by modern methods
and the registration of the status of all land parcels xn a particular owntry
£a activities which are, in fact, undertaken only once. But it should be
realized that the status of immovable property is constantly ^Jgoing change
Therefore, once a cadastre has been established its records should be brought
up to date* daily. If this is not done all the expense of est^Ueh^f *_
cadastre will prove after a few years to have been in vain. It is ^erefore
of primary importance, while the actual cadastral surveys are being made or
even earlier/that indigenous staff be trained who will later be capable of
keeping the cadastre fully, and efficiently up to date.


